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EDITORS
LETTER
Welcome to the summer edition of Take-in.

I finally attended my first AGM this year
(see Clive’s article in this issue) and
found out from Lin just how many
members the club has. Despite this
though, there seem to be only a hard core
of enthusiasts who write articles for our
magazine? Why is this? In some editions
we have two or three articles from the
same authors – are the rest of you just
sitting indoors? It doesn’t seem likely to
me.
Our magazine is something members
look forward to receiving but to create 4
issues a year takes a lot of effort if only a
small number of people contribute. There
isn’t a minimum size for your article – a
paragraph will do – and you can write
about any outdoor activities that you
participate in, not just climbing - so
please, please send something in. As
always you can email them to me at
editor@peterboroughmc.org.uk
I’d actually like to say a personal thank
you to all of our contributors. I’ve been
living vicariously through your exploits
whilst my various injuries heal but I’m
nearly all in one piece again now, with
lots of trips planned, so look for my
ramblings in the autumn edition of Take
In!
It’s going to be a busy summer; the
France meet is coming up as well as The
Roaches, Pembroke and Kalymnos – and
they’re just the scheduled meets! Let’s
hope the weather’s fine and we all have a
brilliant summer!
Best wishes
The editors
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NEWS
MID SEASON SALE!
GREATLY REDUCED PMC SUBSCRIPTION
Note to all potential PMC members - from July 2005, membership rates are reduced as
follows:Family membership is now £25.00, and Individual membership is £15.00. This will take
you up to 31st December 2005. Usual benefits such as cheaper wall fees (£3.50 as opposed
to £4.50) and great savings at the Wales hut meets and other trips. Also 10% off most gear
shops. So tell your non-member mates.
Application forms can be obtained at the climbing wall, or from Lin Marsh at 156 Fulbridge
Road, Peterborough, PE1 3LF. Tel 750042

__________________________________
It is now possible to get your own copy of Take-In on CD so that if you wish you can print
your own copy off in full colour. On the disk will be the full resolution files in printers pairs
the same as the printers get it. To order a copy contact Paul Rowlands on 01733 757324.
Cost will be £2 inc p&p. Back issues may also be ordered.

_____________________________________
A quick reminder about changes to E111 forms (which entitle you to reciprocal healthcare
in other member countries of the EU and Switzerland) If you have a form issued before 31st
August 2004 it is no longer valid and you will need to get a new one. You can get the
application form from the Post Office or download it from www.dh.gov.uk/travellers click
on the link on the left hand side for "getting treatment in EEA countries and Switzerland"
and take the completed form to the Post Office. Many travel and holiday insurance policies
require you to have this form.

_____________________________________
Congratulations to PMC member Steve Cox who got married on the 16th July to Marion at
Birmingham register office. The happy couple will honeymoon in Scotland.
_____________________________________
PMC members Dave Bolton-Knight and Beccy Gibson are tying the knot on September
23rd at Crowland Abbey. They are planning a honeymoon in the Himalayas. We wish them
lots of luck
_____________________________________

The deadline for articles for the Autumn Take-In will be
October 18th. So, please get writing!
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Aberystwyth
A Mountain Biking Mecca?
By Simon Gough-Brown

I know … it’s not renowned for its
mountain biking, more likely its castle,
sea front, beaches, shopping for Euro-tat
and fish and chips. But I went along with
a group of people I hadn’t met (and some
I had) to sample the delights of Aber and
its technical single track.
Mark Churchill took over my job in
April. Unemployed again I hear you say!
Well yes … and no! It was planned and
during the 2-week handover, I found out
that he and some friends do lots of biking
during the summer and had travelled from
the South West (Bath -ish) all over the
country on regular biking trips. Scotland,
Peaks, Lake District, Wales, etc. etc... So
I volunteered to join them on the next
trip.
I expected there to be some keen PMC
members who might be interested to
come, but none came. So Debbie
McGregor, Steve Rust and his girlfriend

Christina (all lapsed climbers like myself)
arrived in Wales to be greeted by a very
large, comfortable and friendly B&B in a
country house just outside Aber.
Beds were comfortable, breakfast was
HUGE, sandwiches were included, staff
were friendly to the extent that they
advised us where to find a set of new
routes up the mountain a bit from where
we were planning to cycle.
Nant yr Arian is a purpose built centre
12 miles from Aber situated in a Forestry
Commission site, with a visitors centre,
café, views over the lake and one of the
most healthy population or Red Kites in
the UK.
Once on the circuit, you can do 8km,
17km or 32km (or any multiple of these)
because the routes cross each other and
intersect at regular intervals so you can
pick out your favourite bits and make a
day of it.
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The group had a whole range of abilities
from the super-fit MTB racer (Johnno who was so easy to wind-up that he
would be racing to up all the fire-tracks
and inclines much to everyone’s
enjoyment), to the completely unfit and
crocked (not me - surprisingly) who took
the whole route at a slow and sedate pace,
but enjoyed the single track as much as
everyone.
This is one sport where going slowly
can give as much if not more enjoyment
as going fast. At 1pm we got back to the
centre for lunch and then after another
couple of short circuits it was 3pm and
time for the Red Kite feeding session.
On the side of the lake a Park Ranger
took out a bucket of meat and started
throwing it into the air around him.
Immediately he was pounced upon by 40
or so Red Kites who dived in, picked up a

meaty feast and flew off to eat it. This
went on for about an hour! Across the
lake were the viewing areas where the
public are encouraged not to leave pets
and small babies lying around in the grass
in case of accidents! Then we cycled the
8 miles home (mostly downhill on the
road) which was a nice easy end to
proceedings.
I then cooked an enormous chilli (which
was much too hot), but very tasty and we
all started drinking telling stories which
got louder and sillier as the evening went
on.
Sunday breakfast was ENORMOUS
again and we set off through the Elan
Valley to follow a downhill path
alongside several reservoirs which supply
Birmingham with its drinking water. It
was about 8 miles downhill, so an easy
day was expected, but it was enlivened by
Stan (real name Paul Matthews – but as
he is awful at football, he has been called
Stan all his life. Does that make sense?)
who decided to attempt several REALLY
steep rocky, boulder-strewn gullies in the
hope of “sanding his bottom on his back
wheel” and not tipping over the
handlebars. Obviously if he could do it
we all had to try, so with a faint heart and
a lowered saddle, we all had a go. It was
delicate and balancy, but a real adrenalin
rush.
Tea and cakes followed, then a ride up
the downhill path for 8 miles for a few of
us to pick up the cars. We left at about
3pm and arrived home at 7.30 in time for
a BBQ.
Next trip is planned to the Quantocks in
Somerset and Cwm Carn in Wales
sometime later in the summer. All the
training you need for the Viking
Challenge later in the year. Watch this
space ……..
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A day off the mountains
and in on the river
Jez Gittins

In the midst of our recent 7-day
trip to explore the many beerdrinking establishments, climbing
walls, forests, crazy golf courses,
autobahns and occasional crag in
Frankenjura, Southern Germany, a
group of us had a day off and took
to the river. We had been having
an interesting week and explored
some amazing crags, from hidden
secluded walls in forests, to
limestone pinnacles standing proud
over vast open valleys. Our
campsite had also suffered a
biblical-esque deluge one night in
the midst of a thunderstorm with
flooded tents dampening our gear
if not our spirits. So to cool off
from the hot days and save the
skin on our fingers we looked into
renting a few kayaks.
Mick Brunton, Zoë
Handscombe, Simon Gough-Brown,
Beth Rawson, her German friend
Sandra and myself teamed

up in pairs and jumped into some
Canadian style open kayaks for
our half-day trip down-river. The
plan was to paddle an average
length route complete with some
airtight barrels for our clothing
and our official photographer
Moira Johnston who matched our
progress by road and took
pictures. We were kitted out and
dropped off by the adventure
firm. Our bilingual guide explained
the route would take us under
many bridges of varying heights,
over weirs and rapids and past
riverside cafes. We made a mental
note of the cafes’ location.
We were soon on our way
floating on the fast flowing river
downstream estimating that the
10km route might only take us an
hour or so. Soon enough we were a
third of the way down-river and
looking for a café! The first one
was closed but the next only too
happy to ply us with coffee, tea
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and cake. It was a suitable
location to rest, as we had to get
out anyway and carry our kayaks
around a weir. After that, on we
went (the kayaks sitting slightly
lower) downstream and it all
seemed too peaceful so we
decided a bout of splashing and
general horseplay was in order. In
places it was peaceful, calm and
tranquil but in other parts rapids
concealed shallow rocks and pools
and it was at one of these rapids
that we decided to test our skills.
We came to where a small island
diverted the river into 2 sections
of rapids so we tried one, then
the other, carrying the boat

upriver to try the other section.
Beth and I then tried and failed
to follow the other boats upriver
across the rapids and caught a big
influx of water amidships and
capsized. Much splashing and
fishing ensued to rescue said
swimmers and paddles! Later we
tried a bout of limbo underneath a
low pipe over the river before we
continued to the end of our route
without further adventures. I
should add that tales of me in the
river trying to swim and push a
canoe upriver are not at all true,
and are a preposterous tale
indeed…

Diolch yn fawr Clwb mynydda
Peterborough am penwythnos da iawn
By Nick Livesey

It was all a bit of a dilemma really, I
could either go to the East of England
show or to the Presidents BBQ at our
palatial hut in Mynydd Llandegai but I
couldn’t do both. Hmm, a soul restoring
but strenuous walk in the salubrious
landscape of my fore fathers followed by
good company, burnt offerings and
excessive alcohol, or a load of old
bullocks. In the end, I was saved from
myself by Kevin Trickey who kindly
offered to dispatch with chauffeur driven
efficiency (I didn’t spill a drop!) to
Gefnan in order to enjoy the humorous
and sometimes dangerous hedonism I’ve
witnessed on previous visits.
Kevin and I arrived to find my very
good friend and brand new PMC member
Jamie along with Martina, Liz, Sara, Will
and Mat Green installed at our state of the
art bouldering problem (aka the kitchen
table). Things were warming up nicely
with plenty of manic laughter and smutty
innuendo although Jamie’s treatment of
that poor sheep was hard to stomach. I
made that last bit up, in truth Jamie didn’t
bother any sheep…he just wanted to!!

We were soon joined from the flats of
East Anglia by the Flatts of East Anglia,
Malcolm and Daniel respectively, with
Miles Goff in tow who immediately took
umbrage when I
suggested that he resembled Giles
Brandreth (mental note, think first speak
later)! Next came our leader, el presidente
Clive Osborne on what can only be
described as a three-piece suite on
wheels. Clive got to work in fine style,
downing a pint quicker than Marc
Almond in a sperm bank! Eventually the
more sensible (read sober) ones retired to
gain the rest that is a prerequisite to a
hard day at the crag and in due course our
number dwindled until the local cock
crowed to signal our last chance to catch
some much needed sleep.
As is so often the case, morning came
too soon but regardless of a hangover,
hills don’t climb themselves and with a
long day ahead, Jamie and I filled our
bladders (which made a nice change to
emptying them) and headed off to tackle
the Nantlle Ridge. Parked at Drws y coed
we trudged up Y Garn II in thigh deep
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bracken and a shroud of misty humidity
which brought to mind some distant rain
forest. Shortly after, whilst scrambling up
the delightful arête of Mynydd Drws y
Coed, the mist dispersed to reveal
sensational steeps to our right before
being completely torn asunder, unlocking
a magnificent view of Yr Wyddfa and
her satellites, a grand vista indeed. The
day now became an orgy of peak
bagging as the tops fell to us one after
the other. Trum y Ddysgl, Mynydd Tal
y Mignedd and finally Craig Cwm
Silyn, which is where we realised that,
our allotted 3 litres of fluid each was
sorely lacking. This was bad news, as
an interminable round of slogging and
heather bashing lay between the car and
us. Compounded by the fact that this
was the hottest day of the year so far,
the next two hours were an exercise in
suffering but hey, a little bit of pain
never hurt anyone!
Back at base, a culinary massacre was
well underway with all manner of
delicious food being systematically
transformed into charcoal, in fact the
only edible morsel seemed to be my
good self as a plague of despicable
varmints descended to chow down on
Manchester’s finest (at last count I had
a bite to limb ratio of 50 to 1 with a
couple of sheep ticks to boot).
Degenerating into a drinking session
involving the usual suspects the night
proved to be another long one and in
the morning I awoke to find Clive
having breakfast, bemused to find I was
in the kitchen and not my tent!
With no concrete plans Me, Jamie, Liz
and Mat were left twiddling thumbs as
the others made for a days cragging in

the Pass. It was then decided that we
would climb slate at Dali’s hole.
Fearing such an outcome, I’d left my
harness back in Peterborough but due to
a knee injury, Liz’s was going spare
and with not inconsiderable trepidation
I booked a place for my first bona fide
rock climb (CHEERS LIZ!!). On
arrival, we were not alone as a film
crew were shooting a commercial for
the Ford Ranger (a glorified Chelsea
tractor). Mat lost no time in leading an
E1 with Jamie seconding while I broke
out the video camera and Liz basked on
a couch of warm Llanberis slate. After
what seemed an eternity of grunting and
sweaty expletives Jamie made it and
while not the purist of ascents he should
be proud of his efforts on this, his
SECOND ever climb. It was now my
turn to take on Zambesi, a VS 4c on a
very tight top rope (cheers Mat, no
really!). I climbed with the finesse of an
amoeba and succeeded in getting stuck
half way up, much to the delight of the
film crew who had gathered below to
taunt and laugh at me with impunity
and without discretion (scum of the
earth, bastards)! I shouted obscenities in
pidgin welsh and persevered until the
holds fell into place and I topped out
incredulously.
Tired and nauseous I vowed to quit
while I was still alive and Jamie
dropped me back at Gefnan where I
could recuperate while waiting for my
lift back to a dreary urban existence. A
very good weekend or Penwythnos da
iawn, as they sometimes say around
these parts and to my new chums I say
Diolch yn fawr gwela I’chi.
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SINGLE PITCH
AWARD (SPA)
TRAINING
Gill Tuck

A group of 5 club members decided to
do the SPA training – Gill, Lin Peter
Lane, Dave Peck & Will. We were
interested in checking our personal
climbing skills and learning how to
look after a group of novices climbing
and abseiling for the first time at a crag.
The PMC awarded each of us a grant to
half of the costs. Pre-requirements to do
the training are to have a minimum of
12 months climbing experience, to have
registered with the MLTB

(Mountain Leader Training Board) and
to have done a minimum of 15 routes
with leader placed protection. I was
recommended a firm based in Sheffield
“Adventure Unlimited” who offer a
variety of activities, amongst which is
the SPA course.
We all turned up at the firm’s offices
next door to the “Edge” climbing wall
on the Saturday morning for the 2 day
training. There were 8 clients & 2
guides – Ian Loom being the boss.
There was an introduction & talk about
access, conservation, role of the
instructor and personal gear &
equipment. We then went out to
Burbage West where we practiced skills
in placing gear and setting up anchors.
We were lucky with the weather. Back
to the climbing wall in the afternoon to
go over personal climbing skills & rope
work.
Saturday night we camped at North
Lees campsite near Stanage which was
lovely – walking down to Hathersage to
eat (and drink!) at the local pub in the
evening.
The second day we met Ian & Matt at
Stanage High Neb car park. A suitable
area was chosen to learn about looking
after groups at a crag. We covered crag
& route choice, managing the group,
setting up top ropes, bottom ropes and
protected abseils.
The training was good fun and I think
we all found it very useful. I certainly
learned a lot and am looking forward to
going on to do my 2 day assessment
some time during the next year. I’ve got
a bit of practicing to do before then and
hope to find some instructors who
won’t mind me tagging along for the
experience!

Novice hut meet
Mario Caruso

First time outdoors was an experience that young novice Mario will never forget.
This is his recollection of the novices hut meet.
Meeting at the hut at 11pm, drinks flowing and everyone preparing for the climb
the following day. We set off at around 8.30am driving as close to the location as
possible, followed by a short 20 minute walk to the destination.
I climbed the ‘Tennis shoe’ route, which involved 6-pitches with varying
difficulties along the way. This took most of the day, as there were three of us
climbing and ended in a steep descent. The weather varied from sun to the typical
Welsh rain. Other groups were climbing ‘Faith’ ‘Hope’ and ‘Charity’ which were
slightly shorter routes and so they were able to fit in more climbing.
Saturday night saw us attempting to ‘climb tables’-yes really! Fantastic fun, and
one to show your granny on a Sunday afternoon!
Sunday involved more climbing and with different outdoor experiences along the
way. The weather held up pretty well and didn’t cause any major problems.
Overall, the experience was one I will never forget, and as a first time outdoor
climber the opportunities were unique and advantageous for anyone willing to try
their hand at such activities.
Idwal slabs. A popular novice venue
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Paul Rowlands
Presents

Sunday 4th December
7pm
Town club bar

Contact Paul for further details on 07729 072911
or email pkr37@ntlworld.com
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Guess the route ?
Last issue’s Guess the route was ?
‘Trafalgar Crack’ 2* V.Diff 4a at Birchen
Here’s another:
Wander up the unprotected
slab to its top left hand
corner. The undercut groove
here is tricky to enter and
leads to an exposed slab
climbed rightwards to a ledge
and finish on jugs. Walk off
to the right or finish up the
short wall behind.
Clue: A Classic Grit 3* HVD
Last issues “Which route am I on”
was, Lin Marsh on ‘Lieback’ VS 4c at
Burbage North

Where are we ?

Which route am I on ?

Last issue we were looking across Blea Tarn, towards
Side Pike and the Langdales, Lake district. Try this one.
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Never forget your camera!
Sara Christie

T

here’s a collection of photographs in
our family of pictures that have been
taken at the top of various hills in Scotland
with Mum and I huddled together barely
visible underneath the layers of clothing,
cloud and weather. By the time the photo
has been developed we are lucky if we can
remember when it was taken and needless
to say working it out from the picture is
usually as likely as finding Tom Cruise at
the top to fly you out of there to somewhere
warmer. Thus it was that when I was
packing for an impromptu trip home this
March I put in my walking gear but decided
that really I didn’t need a camera to capture
another one of those moments. The space
was better filled with an extra woolly vest!
As if to spite me Saturday was gorgeous
weather and Sunday was forecast to be
better, so on Saturday night after dinner
Mum got out the maps and books and we

sat with a pin trying to decide where to go.
Home is a little place just north of Dornoch
(around 40 miles north of Inverness) so
getting over to the West coast is easy and
the scenery there is some of the most
beautiful you can find. With that on your
doorstep it seems silly to go somewhere dull
like Glencoe or the Cairngorms. So it was
agreed that we would head west over
towards a ridge called Quinag and that we’d
choose a route depending on where the sun
was shining brightest.
Sunday morning and normal service had
resumed; the cloud was down so low that
you couldn’t see the end of the drive let
alone the coastline that we knew was below
it at the bottom of the hill. So much for the
weather being better. Trying not to be
disheartened we loaded up the rucksacks
with warm waterproof clothing and a hearty
packed lunch before getting in the car and
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heading west, convincing ourselves that it
would clear soon. There was always the
option of visiting friends if it was really
bad.
Mum’s have a habit of always being right,
I’m not sure why, I think its something they
give to you in the hospital at the time of
birth or something. Mum said with
confidence that the weather would make a
turn for the better by about Badgers Lodge our ‘next landmark’. Thinking that she was
just trying to cheer me up I smiled and
carried on peering out of the car at the mist.
She wasn’t right – at Badgers Lodge we still
couldn’t see far and we were starting to
wonder about changing our plans: Fish and
Chips at Ullapool Harbour or the Pie Shop
in Lochinver but as we drove past and
turned the corner we had the most amazing
view ahead of the West Coast stretching out
into the distance. I looked at her in
amazement and she gave me one of those
annoying Motherly “I told you so” smiles
that they also give out for no extra charge in
the maternity wards. Quinag it was then. No
arguments from me.
And so it was that I found myself walking
through the stunning scenery of North West
Scotland in a T-shirt in March, with my
trousers rolled up and layers of clothes tied
around my waist, wondering if I was in
some kind of dream. I was silently cursing
the extra weight of the woollies in my
rucksack, but didn’t care complain out loud
in case I woke up.
The wonderful thing about the hills on the
West (or the most knackering thing,
depending upon your viewpoint) is that they
mostly start at sea level. This not only gives
you 800m of ascent to not even get a
Munroe but makes the horizon look
positively spiky and rugged. Due to their
remoteness, often being several hours’ drive

from any form of accommodation, you can
frequently spend a day out without seeing
another soul. On this day however we met a
couple of locals who had been so impressed
by the weather that they too had taken a
short stroll up the nearest hill to blow the
cobwebs away. It seemed strange to think
that only a few weeks earlier their homes
had been seriously damaged by some of the
worst winds and weather in several decades.
We made the top of Quinag in a much
slower time than we expected, leaving little
time to continue along the ridge to the
second peak. I blame the extra weight in
the heat! But we decided that it was fate and
took the opportunity to sit at the top eating
our lunch, enjoying the warmth and take in
the scenery – with the weather clear you
could sit spotting all the classics: Suilven,
Ben More Assynt, Canisp, Cul Mor,
somewhere in there was my first ever
mountain ‘on foot’ rather than ‘in rucksack’
– Stac Pollaidh. It was positively a trip
down memory lane. I made a vow that I
would return soon and re-explore the area as
soon as possible. It’s too easy to get stuck in
the rut of visiting Wales and going abroad,
you forget what other wonderful adventures
are sat on your doorstep.
Eventually satisfied with our knowledge of
the surrounding area we made our way back
down and popped round to one of Mum’s
friends for some tea and cake and to brag
about our cracking day. It was one of those
great days out that remind you that it
doesn’t matter how bad things get in the
real world - there’s always hills. Only we
didn’t have a camera so I still don’t know if
it was real.
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Cornwall Meet – 25th March 2005
By Moira Johnston

I’d heard a lot about the Cornwall
meets of previous years and it sounded
like a great trip, so this year I decided
to go along.
Having added myself to the list of
attendees I fell over and fractured my
shoulder whilst snowboarding but, ever
hopeful, (the hospital said it would take
3 – 4 weeks to heal and that would be
about 3) I decided I should still go and
see what I could do.
It soon became apparent that this
would be a smaller meet than in
previous years, but Jez (the meet
leader) was expecting about 10 people
so he booked the campsite at Kellynack
and paid the deposit. Unfortunately, one
by one people dropped out until there
were only four people still going, Jez,
Ross, Matt Green and myself. Mat and
Ross had booked themselves onto a
campsite at St Ives so that they could
surf and chase girls more easily which
left Jez with a predicament. Should he
still go to Cornwall? After all, people
have been known to just turn up at the
last minute, or should he cancel? In the
end, he decided to go anyway, he had
some work scheduled in Torquay and it
seemed a shame to drive all that way
without at least trying to get in some
climbing. Even if the closest person he
had to a belayer was me!
We travelled down on Thursday, Jez
completed his work and then we stayed
at a Youth Hostel in Golant near
Fowey, St Austall. This was my first
stay in a youth hostel and I was

pleasantly surprised. When I was at
school our French teacher told us that
you had to do chores when you stayed
in them, so, fearful of ever having to
clean someone else’s toilet I’ve always
avoided them! As it was, I got a lovely
dinner, a reasonably comfy bed and an
extra pillow all for about £20 (that
included a £3 supplement for not being
a member). I could have joined, but I
wondered why, with all our travels, the
PMC doesn’t have a group
membership. Can anybody tell me?
On Friday we visited the Eden Project
and, following the information in the

leaflet, I tried my best to get a suntan in
the humid tropics zone (the domes
don’t have UV filters; so on a sunny
day….). I made a mental note to myself
to take Kate there as there’s a SA
section in the dry tropics zone. Give her
a bivi bag and we could leave her there
for a week!
We finally arrived at the campsite after
dark, pitched the tent and went to the
pub. Chips on the way back to the
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campsite rounded the day off nicely.
Saturday morning dawned windy,
damp and overcast, so after breakfast
Jez caught up on his sleep while I read
my book, when he finally surfaced we
went exploring. Our first stop was
Sennen which was very busy so we
drove down to Lands End. I was
disappointed to see that it was so
commercialised. I just expected a bit of
land! Next we drove to Marazion an
ancient town on the way to Penzance.
It’s from here that you can walk to St
Michael’s Mount at low tide. I had my
first ever cream tea (a bit sweet, but ok
if you leave off the jam) and then we
drove towards St Ives.

On the way we came to a turning for
an ancient village and decided we
should go and explore. We discovered
quite quickly that a Cornish mile is
much longer than a mile elsewhere, the
sign said half a mile and we must have
travelled at least three! It was worth it
though.
To get to the village, we had to walk
straight through the middle of a field of
cows, ankle deep in mud. At least,
that’s what Jez told me. Some other
visitors, who had parked at the same

time as us, mysteriously arrived at the
village without the mud to show for it.
I’m not sure who was more nervous as I
walked through that field, me or the
cows, but I’ll get my own back
sometime…
Once at the village, we walked around
and explored the tunnels and dwelling
that had been excavated. Then we spent
ages comparing what we had seen to the
artist reconstruction at the entrance to
the site. Feeling knowledgeable we then
drove on towards St Ives but were side
tracked again by another lost village.
The second ‘lost’ village was closed to
visitors so I decided to just look at the
artists’ impression to get a feel for how
it would have looked. All I can say is
I’m glad I didn’t pay the price of
admission, because according to the
artist it was identical to the one I’d just
seen for free!
Finally, we reached St Ives and the
booty hunters. By their accounts
anyway, they’d been fairly successful
and even fitted in some climbing and
surfing! It turned out they’d been to
Sennen to climb, but poor mobile
reception meant that they hadn’t been
able to contact us. We had a drink with
them in one of the bars in St. Ives and
then headed back to our campsite with
another detour of course, this time to
Madron, where there are the ruins of a
Celtic Church and wishing well. I
thought it was an incredibly spiritual
place, if you looked hard enough I’m
sure you’d find fairies. The people who
visit the wishing well tie ribbons to the
trees as they make wishes and the alter
in the church was laid with flowers.
The weather on Sunday morning
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wasn’t much better, but at least the
wind had dropped. We decided to head
over to Bosigran but stopped at the tin
mine museum at Geevor on the way. It
turned out to be quite interesting and
we spent a couple of hours there
before moving on to look at the
climbing.
Bosigran looks like a wonderful
place to climb and the crag was
crawling with other climbers. We
scrambled most of the way to the
end of the crag and back but
didn’t climb as my shoulder
clearly wasn’t up to it. As dusk
settled we drove back to the
campsite via another detour to
the see the Levant Steam Engine
(which, it turned out, wasn’t a train).

It certainly wasn’t the weekend I’d
anticipated but I did really enjoy it.
Hopefully though the next time I visit
I’ll climb the sea cliffs.
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Font 2005

April hut meet

A Couple More Days at Harrisons Rocks
By Simon Gough-Brown

With the advent of Font only a week away, Debbie MacGregor (erstwhile Aussie
member of PMC) suggested that some sandstone practise might be in order for the
more intrepid members of the club, so on Friday 22nd April Val Taylor, Kate
Mulholland, Paul Rowlands and I climbed into the car for an epic trip to the
Garden of England.
Only two hours later we had arrived, put up the tents in the dark and were
quaffing beer under the stars on a lovely site in the middle of a wood surrounded
by trees, snowdrops, owls and the occasional bluebell. Paul handed out the earplugs and we went to bed.
Morning broke with the annoying chatter of the lesser spotted teenagers and the
sound of drumming rain on the tents which woke Kate up. So she made us all tea
and we eventually got out of our respective pits and walked the short distance to
the North Boulder, which marks the beginning of the climbing.
Harrisons Rocks (and all of the other climbing in the south) are bouldering and toproped climbing. It was just like Font, but with cliffs rather than boulders. A
Sandstone edge reminiscent of Rivelin Quarry.

Simon playing on the North Boulder
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Bowles Rocks

Gear is limited to top
roping from in-situ bolts,
which require lots of
slings or static rope to get
the top-rope crab over the
edge and prevent rope
wear to the delicate, hard
top surface of the
sandstone. No lowering
off, no abseiling, no
swinging around and no
climbing in the wet, in
case you can pull holds
off.
We inspected the crag and then once we had met up with Debbie we decided to
go to look at High Rocks and then Bowles Rocks about 3 miles down the road.
We decided to climb at Bowles even though it was still spitting a bit, but as soon
as we got the ropes out and set up a couple of routes it stopped raining and dried
out very quickly. We all climbed Six Foot (4c), October (4c), Fragile Wall (3c) and
Fragile Arête (5a) before a very late lunch called us in Tunbridge Wells and we left
to go to Eridge Green Rocks for the afternoon.
Eridge village has one pub and behind it is another Sandstone edge, which we
walked along to find Capstan Wall (4a), Remus (4c) and the best route of the day
Hadrian’s Wall (5b) a rising traverse with a desperate top-out. We weren’t sure
whether local ethics require you to top out or just touch the top. There are a lot of
“Font” or “Stanage flat-tops” and being 7m high above the ground this is often the
scariest bit.
A short trip to the pub followed and after a couple of drinks we departed for the
campsite to let Paul cook sausage and bacon sandwiches for us for dinner. I lay in
my new hammock whilst
Hadrian’s Wall (5b)
Val, Kate and Paul passed
me sarnies and kept filling
my glass with wine. By the
end I was talking bollocks
(not unusual) and when I
tried to stand up to go to bed,
I found that the ground was
swaying so much that trees
kept jumping out and hitting
me in the face. I slept well!
Sunday morning was a little
overcast, but it was high,

white cloud, which offered the promise of a warm day when the sun broke
through. So we set off to try more of Harrisons’ gems. I led the unwary party to
an area called “Cottonsocks” which has a route called Open Chimney (2b!!!!).
Debbie and I had tried this before and it is harder than it looks or is graded. “2b is
a set of stairs” said Paul. Everyone got up it eventually, but stairs it was not!
Between us we also did Root Route 1, Root Route 2, Root Route3 and
Cottonsocks Traverse, which was brilliant (if you are tall).
Val had spotted a route called Moonlight Arête (4b) which she wanted to try so
we moved on a little further to the Oranutang Sector. It was a great climb with a
reachy start, which Val leapt for and eventually succeeded in conquering. Flat
top-out though as you can see!
We also did the climb immediately right of
Moonlight Arête
that called Starlight finishing on the same
bolt, but very different.
By this time a couple of guys from the
Hastings club had appeared bringing the sun
with them and they set about offering us the
benefit of their advise and recommended a
route called Small Wall (5b) which offered
the committed an example of how good the
friction is on sandstone. The route goes to the
right of the climber in the picture below who
is climbing Small Chimney (2b). It starts on
the right hand side of the block and moves left
and then finishes straight up the middle of the block on some almost vertical
smears.
As you can see from the picture there don’t appear to be any hand or foot holds
apart from the breaks and these are all flared, rounded and open.
It was great! Paul, Debbie and I managed to
do it, but without the support of Tony and
Paul from Hastings we wouldn’t have
attempted it. So thank you both.
By the end of all of that we were knackered
so we left on a high and went to brew a coffee
back at the tents. Packing took ages, but again
the journey was less than 2 hours and we
were back in P’boro in time for dinner.
Thanks to Debbie for her help (and the
Sunday morning snacks) and thanks to Kate,
Val and Paul for a great weekend.
Roll on Font!

April showers!
Paul Rowlands

I

have always wanted to do the
Snowdon Horseshoe via Crib Goch,
so when DBK told me that Beccy and
him were going to give it a bash at the
April hut meet I was all to eager to join
them. The weather however did not
look too kind, with the usual ‘wet and
windy’ being forecast. The Friday
evening drive over to the cottage was
bloody awful with rain all the way. It
was soon forgotten about after a few
beers at the hut.
The next morning we awoke to snow!
We took our time getting ready hoping
that it would at least stop. As we drove
through the Ogwen valley, the snow
had settled and was already 2-3 inches
deep on the roads, crickey! What was it
going to be like higher up? After
parking up at Pen-y pass car park we
made the decision to go for it, but to
miss out Crib Goch. Half an hour after
setting off up the Pyg track it became

obvious we had made the right decision.
The snow was getting deeper all the
time the higher we went, and although
we were suitably equipped for cold wet
weather, we were not equipped for deep
snow on a sharp ridge. The trudge
upwards became bloody hard work as
the snow got deeper and deeper. Finally
we reached the final ridge and the wind
hit us like a tornado, driving spindrift
up into our faces and making it hard
work to see our way over to the summit.

that everyone was coming
up and going down the
same way. The wind was
biting cold and probably
around -10ºC So we
turned tail and retraced
our steps back along the
ridge and started to
descend the way we had
come. The snow had
just about stopped and
all of a sudden it
seemed that half of the
country was out on the hill.
We were having to Queue
We took shelter
beside the closed
café along with all
the other nutters
that had chosen to
share our route
and had some
lunch. We asked
around to see if
anyone had
come up from Y
Lliwedd, and it
seemed
along
parts of the track to let
others come up. Some of
whom were in shorts and
trainers! We jumped away
from the main path and
glissaded down through 23 feet of snow and finally
joined the miners track
back down to the car
park. A thoroughly
cracking little excursion.

‘Rivelin Edge’
Chasing the sunshine....English Style!
Words by Lin Marsh - Pictures by Gill Tuck

Jenny Measures and myself having just returned from Sunny Font, and Gill Tuck having
dragged herself back from glorious Spain, were keen to get some more climbing in. (By
"climbing", understand I mean the hard British stuff, where you don't consider you've had a
decent day if you don't come back well grazed with Gritstone rash, and there's no
comforting bolt to reach for). Anyway, Gill text messaged all the usual suspects, with the
result that the three of us went by ourselves - where were all the guys, I ask myself?
Probably Do-it-Yourselfing -shame on them!
The week proceeding the 8th May had been cold, windy, rainy and most UN-spring-like,
but undeterred we went anyway. (We're 'Ard, we are!) Gill searched all the guidebooks for
a South facing, sheltered from the wind but not too green crag, and came up with Rivelin
Edge. I wasn't too keen, having been once before in February, and not done much, but it
was much nicer than I recalled.
As we drove across the viaduct to the
car park, we passed a mother duck
leading 8 tiny ducklings, obviously
trying to reach the water below,
although we couldn't see any way
down except a very long walk (or
waddle, actually) across the bridge.
Having parked, we walked back to
find mum and babies had gone then we saw two other climbers
who kept jumping over the
bridge to the bank above the
water, clutching furry bundles.
Apparently the mum had taken
fright & flown over the wall,
followed by two plucky
ducklings and the other six
had scattered in all directions.
These guys herded the six
escapees and dropped them
into the water where their
mum gave them a good
ticking off, and they all
swam off together. So that
was a happy ending.

We headed through the forest
up to the crag, which was thick
with bluebells and cuckoos, and
other spring-like stuff. So we'd
made a good choice.
First crag we reached was
Kremlin Crack Area, which was
busy, so we ducked round the
corner to Ulex Bay. (Incidentally,
this area was one of many NOT in
Rockfax, so it pays to take the old
Stanage Guide.) First I led a severe
called Pious Flake, which had an
interesting start, so broke the ice for
the day. Then Gill went back to
Kremlin's and led Isolation, a severe
4A* which got a bit tricky at the top.
Then Jenny led Temple Crack, which
was down as a V.Diff, but we rated it
a good old fashioned HVDiff, and
you know what they're like!

we were - I found
wild storms, with drenching rain. Shame Eh!

We stopped for lunch in the lovely
warm sunshine, and thought how lucky
out later that the rest of the country had

After lunch, Gill persuaded me to lead Rodney's Dilemma, (severe 4A) which was straight
up a rather rounded and reachy arête. I was a bit nervous, but really enjoyed it - at least the
gear was good (in the case of my little .75 friend a bit too solid, as it took Gill ages to
extricate it - and I wasn't going to let her up (or down) without it).
That done, Gill had her eye on a nice looking slab which we'd seen some guys back off
earlier (Left Edge VS4C). Jenny and I were looking up at it, and she voiced what I was
secretly thinking i.e. "That doesn't look very hard”! Gill led it well, although she did
hesitate two-thirds of the way up, before finishing nicely. It was my turn to follow, and
even on a rope it was bloody hard - and must have been a scary lead, given that there was
very little decent gear, and precious little for hands/feet. So it goes to show, things aren't
always what they appear!
By this time it was about four thirty and we decided to call it a day. Nice walk down to the
car and gratifyingly, it rained on the way home. Perfect!
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Is It Worth The Effort?
By Clive Osborne.

T

he sun was beating down; a slight
breeze was blowing on my back. I was
plodding up Blease Fell on Blencathra with
a 40lb rucksack on my back trying to ignore
the effort but it wasn’t working. The dull
ache kept breaking through my daydreams.
“Gee I don’t want to have to do this again”
I said to myself.
“Can I risk stopping here?” I thought.
“No, better go a bit higher just to be sure”
It’s always a bit of a gamble at this point.
Do I invest a little more effort and climb
higher to maximise my chances of staying
up or do I stop here and run the risk of a
‘Top To Bottom’. Being the cautious type I
go higher. I reason that as a further bonus it
is probably doing my fitness level some
good, so I plod on, right to the high
shoulder plateau of Blease Fell.
Five minutes rest is all I allow myself
because conditions are perfect and many
others have already gone ahead of me. I go

through the routine of checking my kit and
then I gear up, set my altimeters, and turn
my back to the wind. A gentle pull on the
harness straps and my feet leave the ground.
Wow, it is always a thrill as I soar away
from the hillside. I’m not sure whether the
extra height for take off was actually worth
the effort because the wind is stronger and
the lift is everywhere. There is absolutely
no risk of going down. I pull on the lift and
carve S turns across the hillside. I’m
gaining height at the rate of 2m/sec.
Once I rise above the five ridges I start to
soar the whole face of Blencathra. Under
certain conditions there is a risk of rotor
wind off each ridge and that is skull and
crossbones to a paraglider but today the
wind is bang on perpendicular to the face;
no nasty little crosswind eddies.
Soon I rise above Blencathra summit and
start soaring the whole range from Souther
Fell to Blease Fell. I look down on Scales
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Tarn and it looks black. Sharp Edge looks
quite insignificant as I slowly circle beneath
the clouds. I have risen above most of the
other canopies but not all of them. Some are
just mere dots above me. They have hooked
into ‘cloud suck’ and are destined for some
serious cross country distances. Previous
cross-country flights from the northern
lakes have often ended near Carlisle. Not
bad for an unpowered flying machine with
only an 8:1 glide angle. Hang gliders can do
12:1 and sailplanes can do an amazing 40:1,
which is better than the birds!
But I don’t find any cloud suck as there
are so few clouds today and instead of
drifting north I head into wind towards the
village of Threlkeld and the A66.
Flying into wind is a drag for a paraglider
because their maximum speed is about
30mph. If the wind is blowing at 20mph
then their groundspeed is just 10mph and of
course they are sinking all the time.
As I am crossing the A66 I enter a thermal
and my vario starts singing its lovely tune. I
weightshift into gentle circles trying to core
the lift and slowly gain height. When other
paragliders see a colleague doing 360’s they
know it is a sign of lift so they usually
zoom in underneath to catch the same
thermal. Today is no exception and soon 4
others are gently turning in the same ‘tube’
of rising air. We each quit the thermal at
around 3000 ft and go our separate ways. (2
landed by Keswick golf club, 2 returned
towards Blencathra)
I set off across the valley towards the
Hellvelyn range. I push hard on the speed
bar. This degrades my glide angle but
increases my groundspeed. Soon I arrive
over our cottage at the foot of Clough Head.
I’m still at 1000ft agl so I wind it all off by
pulling 360’s. As the world turns beneath
my feet I check for wind direction and am
surprised to find a brisk valley wind
blowing from the west. My chosen landing
field is quite big but it is surrounded by

trees and also has a power line crossing one
corner. Draping oneself across a power line
is another skull and crossbones activity and
landing in a tree is a really expensive pain
in the arse.
With a brisk wind blowing the danger is I
might drift back out of the landing zone and
not be able to clear the power lines so I stop
doing 360’s and start to zigzag just above
them. When I am low enough I head into
wind towards the middle of the field.
The next danger is that as I drop below
tree top height I enter a wind shadow area
and my groundspeed suddenly increases
from 5mph to 20mph and I run the risk of
gliding straight into the trees. I pull hard on
the brakes and slow the glider to just above
stall speed. Too much and I will really stall
and drop 50ft; too little and I will be
hugging that big oak. The trees draw closer
so I resort to another radical manoeuvre. I
pump the brakes. This stalls the glider just
briefly before it recovers but by doing it
over and over again all forward speed is
killed off and I descend in the middle of the
field. One final flare and I touch down;
whoopee, brilliant, what a buzz.
One of the spectators offers me a lift back
to Take Off and I readily accept it. There
must be nearly 30 paragliders still floating
around up there and I’m dead keen to do it
all again, even the slog up the hillside. It’s
worth it for the 2 or 3 hours I will spend in
the air.
(PS I did do it all again but this time I
landed by my mates and went for a pint in
the pub garden to talk flying talk)
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Lake Bohinj - Slovenia
By Moira Johnston

I

first travelled to Slovenia late last
year to visit a friend who lives in the
Bohinj Valley. Kellie has been a Tour
Rep for several years, specialising in
activity holidays in Switzerland,
Norway and Slovenia. She finally
settled in Slovenia a couple of years
ago and now runs an 11 bed roomed
Pension with her partner Peter and his
family.
The Bohinj Valley is in Slovenia’s
only National Park. The Triglav
National Park is actually made up of
several small villages and the Gasperin
Pension is in Ribcev Las, otherwise
known as Lake Bohinj. Situated right at
the end of the valley, Lake Bohinj has a
lot to offer.
In November, whilst I was there, the
temperature was around zero degrees
during the day at ground level, but there
was no snow. Take the cable car to the
top of Mount Vogel however and as
well as snow, it was 8 degrees!
Sport climbing is very popular and
there are two or three large sections of
bolted rock within walking distance of
the Pension, I hadn’t expected that and
so was cursing the fact that I was there
with no climbing partner. I thought
about trying to persuade Kellie to climb
but at 7 months pregnant I decided she
was unlikely to be too keen!
If you don’t want to climb there are
mountain bike trails everywhere. I

picked up a trail guide book and was
surprised to see that you can even take
your bike up in the cable car when there
is no snow and cycle across the
mountain tops. I’ll pass thank you, but I
think it’s something a certain Mr.
Trickey may enjoy. You can hire bikes
from about £5 per day but I think
Easyjet may also allow you to transport
your own, for a price of course.
There is also walking. Basically,
wherever you can cycle you can
probably also walk and there are
designated walking trails to see some of
the local attractions like waterfalls and
a WW2 graveyard. Finally, for the more
genteel, there are boat trips up and
down the lake.
Aside from all of that everywhere we
went I saw great slabs of limestone,
which to me seemed to be begging to be
climbed. I decided there and then that
the next time I visited I’d bring along a
climbing partner.
My next visit turned out to be at the
end of February. Kellie had given birth
to a little boy and I wanted to go and
coo over them both for a few days, so I
booked my ticket with Easyjet to
Ljubljana and persuaded Jez that he’d
love the climbing and should come too.
Those of you out there with more
common sense than me will have
realised already that by February there
would be a lot of snow. This did occur
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to me, but only a week or two before
we flew out, so we decided to take
climbing gear on the off chance but to
consider skiing or snow boarding as
well.
When we arrived it had indeed
snowed, there were 40cms at ground
level and it was very cold. The airport
is actually about 20km’s outside of
Ljubljana and we took the bus to Bohinj
which took about an hour and twenty
minutes from the airport (including a
change in Ljubljana city). Next time I
think I’d hire a car.
Over the few days we were there we
did some walking and some
snowboarding but we could also have
skied, cross country skied or gone ice
climbing. Apparently they have
nursery waterfalls where they set up
top ropes to teach people how to ice
climb! I can’t wait until next winter!
Most of the people I’ve spoken to
since I’ve returned didn’t know you
could ski in Slovenia and wanted to
know what the level was. I’m not a
skier (nor a snowboarder if my
latest injury is anything to go by) but I

asked Kellie and she told me that
it’s a great resort for beginners and
intermediates but those really
experienced parents who bring
their kids to learn are generally
pleasantly surprised by the slopes.
It tends to be a more relaxed
atmosphere than many resorts. The
snow is very reliable and whilst I
was there was very soft and
powdery (again, I know nothing
about snow, but apparently that’s
how skiers like it!).
We had a two hour snowboarding
lesson with an afternoons gear hire that
cost us about £25 each and afterwards
Jez tried bouldering at -20 degrees. All
too soon it was time to go home, but I
can’t wait to visit again!
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HOSPITAL PLANS LATEST!
By Clive Osborne.

W

ell it isn’t going to happen!
We heard just before the AGM
that the contractors for the hospital
expansion plans are no longer interested
in the Peterborough Town Sports Club
land and are going to construct a multistorey car park instead. So we remain
as we are; no new wall, no new
clubhouse.
The reason the contractors are no
longer interested in us is because the
PTSC committee asked for too much.
They wanted £5m to rebuild the
clubhouse and Astro turf. Our small

part of that figure was £150,000 that we
arrived at through three independent
valuations of our wall. The PTSC
already owned the land so all the £5m
was for building work. I think they
were being too greedy. You could build
a palace with £5m.
Anyway they have lost the deal and
we stay where we are. In fact the wall
committee are currently negotiating a
renewal of our lease. Our 10-year lease
expires in November this year. Yes it
really is 10 years since Chris
Bonnington opened our wall! I don’t
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think the PTSC have learned anything
from the hospital experience because
they are asking for a rent of £6,500
subject to annual index linking for a
lease lasting only 5 years. This is a
doubling of our rent and a halving of
our lease. We could never accept this
because it would mean a huge increase
in entrance fees and a 5-year lease
offers no business security.
They are revealing their inexperience
by the demand for index linking.
Inflation is not a consideration in fixing
a rent. Rent is a negotiated figure based
on supply and demand and is fixed for
the duration of the lease but subject to a
review at fixed periods.
They have also asked for the PMC to
pay for Corporate Membership of the
Town Club instead of individual subs.
The PMC currently
pays £15 for each and every one of you
to use the bar, showers etc. We submit
a list of your
names along with the cheque. The
PTSC want to change this and want us
to take out Corporate Membership. This
means we would pay a flat rate fee for
all of you. This is probably a good idea
as long as it does not cost too much.
We currently pay around £1200. It
would mean there is no doubt about
who is a member and who isn’t; we
would all be members. We must also
make sure we get full voting rights, one
member one vote.
The Wall Committee have written
back saying we want a minimum of 10
years preferably 15 years lease
reviewable every 5 years but we are not
prepared to pay any more rent because

the condition of the facilities has
deteriorated badly. The premises are in
a far worse state now than they were 10
years ago.
PTSC have told me verbally that they
have a big improvement plan for the
whole club. They said they are going to
replace all the windows and doors,
resurface the car park, put in security
lights and CCTV, provide us with a
proper entrance door so that we can
open and close independently of the
rest of the club (access to the toilets
would be a problem)
This refurbishment plan sounds good if
and when it happens but the wall
committee do not intend to pay an
increased rent just on a promise of good
things to come.
We need some serious assurances
from the PTSC about these
improvements. I think they need to be
written into contract. If they can do that
and offer us a proper lease as well then
just maybe we could negotiate a new
rent. The ball is back in their court now.
They have got to put their hands in their
pockets and not be greedy and try to
squeeze us.
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PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAY 12TH MAY 2005
(In the men’s changing rooms!)

MINUTES
Present: Clive Osborne, Paul Rowlands, Chris Rea, Lin Marsh, Kevin Trickey, Mat Green,
Jon Darling, Moira Johnston, Jez Gittins, Malcolm Flatt, Mark Jeffs, Gill Tuck.
Apologies from: Mick Brunton, Ben Robotham & Will Kimberly
Minutes of 2004 AGM were signed as a true record.
Matters Arising: None.
Executive Reports,
All the reports had been printed and posted to members; saving much time.
Chairman’s report: Will Kimberly
No questions.
Secretary’s report: Mat Green
No questions
Treasurer’s report: Chris Rea
Chris explained a few points in detail. 2004 had been an expensive year due to the 50th
celebrations.
Membership Secretary’s report: Lin Marsh
Lin updated her figures to 18 new members, 119 renewals = 192 members.
Club Events report: Mick Brunton
No questions but a suggestion from Moira that we give better support to new meet
leaders, before, during & after the weekend.
Newsletter Editor’s report: Nick Downey
No questions
Reports by Co-opted members
Training report: Dave Fleet
No report as no in-house training done.
Club Website report: Kev Trickey
Kev presented some stats on a graph showing around 20,000 hits a month. He will
provide info on how to upload photos on to the site and how to use the directories. He
is thinking of creating an e-notice board for ‘sales’ etc.
Newsletter Publisher’s report: Paul Rowlands
Paul explained things in a bit more detail and made a strong appeal for more articles
otherwise he will set Moira on to you.
Northamptonshire Mountaineers Ltd (cottage) report: Wendy Bramwells
NML committee seems moribund as there have been no meetings this year.
PMC Comments:
PMC very concerned. This may be illegal as it is a ltd company.
Repairs etc seem to be happening without any consultation and it must be the PMC’s turn
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at holding the Chairmanship.
What happened to the idea about bike sheds?
PMC have not paid the levy for 2 years. Is this an oversight or is it a way of repaying part
of the £600 loan.
Some discussion about using humane mouse traps. Which is better quick death (hopefully)
in a spring trap or starve to death in a box?
Climbing Wall Trustees’ report: Malcolm Flatt
Malcolm explained that income was up slightly but expenses up considerably so profit
down.
Election of Officers: All re-elected unopposed.
Chairman Will Kimberly, Secretary Mat Green, Treasurer Chris Rea, Membership
Secretary Lin Marsh, Events Secretary Mick Brunton.
Election of one further committee member (currently held as Newsletter Editor.)
Moira Johnston elected unopposed.
Election of 3 Climbing Wall Trustees
To replace Morgan: Colin Edwards will do the rota.
Ben Robotham & Malcolm Flatt were re-elected unopposed.
Election of two NML Guarantors
Rachel Jeffs & Wendy Bramwells were re-elected unopposed.
What has happened to Ross West who was elected last year? We haven’t seen him
and Jon says he has left Peterborough and no one knows how to contact him.
He is no longer a member of PMC. Clive decided that Ross had defaulted on
his commitments and so asked for another nomination for NML Guarantor.
Gill Tuck was elected unopposed.
Election of Honorary Auditor.
Michael Wildman (Chris’s boss & qualified ACCA) was proposed by Chris and
was elected unopposed.
Annual Subscriptions for 2006.
Chris had done his homework, made allowance for inflation and calculated that
the cost of each membership was only a few pence more than the current
subscription rates so he proposed they stay the same for another year. Family:
£35, Individual: £25. Voted unanimously.
Honorary membership for Harvey Sunderland was considered but rejected.
Moira raised the issue of paying subs electronically. This would involve a lot of
liaison between Lin & Chris which they would prefer not to do but Moira will
see if there is any demand for it by putting a request in the next Take In.
Latest Position re Club re-development.
The hospital is no longer interested in buying our site because the Town Club
management asked for too much (£5m)
Renewal of the lease, negotiations are in progress. Town Club management want
PMC to pay Corporate Membership instead of individual subs. This could be
good because there is always some doubt at present of who is a member. We
currently pay approx £1200 in individual subs but the Wall committee have
rejected Town Club’s request to link this with the Annual rent. They have also
rejected the offer of just 5 years lease with annual index linking on the start
figure of £6500 a year. ( double current rent) Ongoing.
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Any Other Business.
Can we get the Wall Duty Rota on the web? No because it changes too often.
Can we have better access to Wall Trustees details on the web? Possibly if really
needed.
Field & Trek want to offer us a discount weekend 15% off & for £200+ 20% off.
We cannot give them our mailing list because of data protection law so we
will ask them to pay the cost of postage and provide a printed leaflet that we
will send out. The weekend suggested was 2nd weekend in July. A few
members pointed out that we can usually get 15% anyway on line.
Next AGM must not be on a Thursday as it clashes with cricket nights. If we don’t
want to meet in the changing rooms again then we must move to Wednesday
as it is the quietest during the week.
Next committee meeting Mon 6th June 8pm in the bar.

How would you like to pay?
Currently the club offers only cheque and cash options to
individuals wanting to pay their subs but with the advent of
electronic banking we want to know how many people would
prefer this method of payment – please let us know your
thoughts.
If we chose to use this method you would also have to email the
members secretary (Lin) to let her know you’d made the
payment so that she could cross you off of her list each year.
Any thoughts to editor@peterboroughmc.org.uk and I’ll feed
back in the next edition.
Thanks!
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ABOUT THE PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
The PMC is a friendly, successful club with
nearly 200 members of all ages. We hold
regular trips to the Peak District, Wales, the
Lake District and the Scottish Highlands to walk
and climb. Each year we organise many club
events including trips to the Alps, sunny Spain
France, plus training sessions, courses,
socials, master classes,…...etc etc…(you get
the picture!)
The club owns a luxurious hut in Snowdonia
(hot showers / fitted kitchen / drying room ) and
the climbing wall in Peterborough. The wall is
open 7pm - 10pm weekdays, 1pm - 9pm
weekends and is at the Sports Club (and bar)
beside Edith Cavell Hospital (CLUB NIGHTS
TUESDAYS). Non members are very welcome
to join us at most events and you are welcome
to use the climbing wall at any time. We offer
the following benefits of membership:

• 25% discount every time you climb
(£3.50 vs. £4.50 for non members):

• 30% discount on hut fees at the
Snowdonia cottage:

• Membership of the club bar and use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of changing rooms at the climbing
wall:
10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK:
Training and expedition grants to
subsidise your personal development:
3rd party BMC mountaineering
insurance:
An active social life (training courses,
events, competitions, dinners, BBQ`s,
etc:
Quarterly club newsletter:
A source of walking and climbing
partners:
Meeting like minded, adventurous
people:

---------------------------------------------------------------

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Please complete the details below legibly, sign, enclose your remittance (made payable to
"Peterborough mountaineering club”) and return to Lin Marsh, 156, Fulbridge Road, Peterborough
PE1 3LF. Individual membership = £25. Family = £35.
I wish to apply for membership of the Peterborough Mountaineering Club. I understand that the
Club's rules state: “Members and guests participating in club activities do so entirely at their own
risk. Neither the Club nor its Officers, nor its Committees will accept any responsibility for any
injury, loss or damage to persons or property”. I understand that the committee has the right to
revoke any membership at their discretion. I am over 18 years of age.
Full Name: ____________________________________________________ (BMC Insurance included)
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Post Code:_________________________Telephone:_______________________________________
Second family member___________________________________________ (BMC Insurance Included)
Note: Extra BMC insurance is available at £4.50 per 3rd and subsequent person (s)
I agree to abide by the PMC's rules and conditions if I am elected a member of the club.
Signature of applicant:_____________________________________________ Date:
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/

/20______

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
July 30- 6 Aug French Alpine Club Exchange Trip
Meet leader: Simon Gough-Brown
Aug 13/14
Northumberland
Meet leader: Dave Fleet
Aug 20/21
Wales hut meet
Meet leader: Kevin Trickey
Aug 27-29
Pembroke
Meet leader: Jez Gittins
Sept 3/4
Roaches
Meet leader: Tom Hyde
Sept 17/18
Wales hut meet
Meet leader TBA:
Oct 7-15
Kalymnos
Meet leader: Mick Brunton
Oct 15/16
Wales hut meet
Meet leader: TBA
Nov 19/20
Wales hut meet - Chilli Bash
Meet leader: Beth Rawson
Sun Dec 4
Multi media show & photo comp
Meet leader: Paul Rowlands
Dec 17/18
Christmas hut meet
Meet leader: Moira Johnston
Jan 21/22
Wales hut meet
Meet leader: TBA
Jan 27-30
Lake Bohinj - Slovenia
Meet leader Moira Johnston

Tel: 01733 246474
Tel: 01733 898172
Tel: 01733 361650
Tel:
Tel: 01952 503161
Tel:
Tel: 01205 351218
Tel:
Tel: 01142 749811
Tel: 07729 072911
Tel: 07832 366005
Tel:
Tel: 07832 366005

For details of events without contacts, please see the Wall notice board nearer the date
Note: Non-members are welcome and
encouraged to join us on these events
It is the best time to meet us!
Lifts are normally arranged at the wall
On the Tuesday evening before the event.
Occasionally an event may change, for
confirmation on future events, contact
Mick Brunton on 07961 817008.

“ Thank you to all the members who took the
time to write articles for this issue”. Please remember
it is your newsletter, and we need your stories and
articles, so please keep them coming in. send your articles
to Moira Johnston. editor@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Remember the all new PMC web site:
www.peterboroughmc.org.uk

